Describing the structure of ronchigrams when the grating is placed at the caustic region: The parabolical mirror.
In this work we use the geometrical point of view of the Ronchi test and the caustic-touching theorem to describe the structure of the ronchigrams for a parabolical mirror when the point light source is on and off the optical axis and the grating is placed at the caustic associated with the reflected light rays. We find that for a given position of the point light source the structure of the ronchigram is determined by the form of the caustic and the relative position between the grating and the caustic. We remark that the closed loop fringes commonly observed in the ronchigrams appear when the grating and the caustic are tangent to each other. Furthermore, we find that the caustic locally has singularities of the purse or hyperbolic umbilic type, and the ronchigram obtained when the grating is located at certain specific positions at the caustic locally is of the serpentine type. The main motivation of this work is that nowadays a quantitative analysis of the Ronchi test is applied only when the grating is outside the caustic, and we claim that by working at the caustic, the sensitivity of the Ronchi test will be improved. Therefore, a clear understanding of the properties of the ronchigrams when the grating is placed at the caustic will be needed to extend the Ronchi test to that region.